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Collaborative spirit
 
Museomix brings together people from various backgrounds to cocreate new
museum experiences in a friendly and joyful spirit!
It is clear to me that the contribution of each participant is welcome. The diversity of
profiles and the desire to reinvent the museum are the basic ingredients of
Museomix’s creative and magic potion. But trust among peers, listening and caring
about other’s opinions are essential to the collective spirit.
Allowing the public to experience the projects from the 3rd day evening is an exciting
challenge but also very demanding. Thereby, I agree to be present and available
from friday morning to sunday afternoon.
 

Distribution rights
 
Museomix is a device serving the museum communities, mediation and
dissemination of culture. In that sense , Museomix wishes to support participants,
projects and atmosphere by distributing the event in a broad manner.
In this context, I authorize the team to communicate the projects on which I worked
during Museomix , especially as a basis for future Museomix editions.
I authorize the use of my image and name for Museomix’s communication and/or
its partners without any time, devices, or place restrictions, excluding any advertising
or commercial use. I know that many pictures and videos of the 3day event will be
broadcasted on the web by the webteam, media partners, bloggers and other
participants.
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Network
 
During the event, museums are equipped with a wifi network. It is a shared network
placed under the responsibility of Museomix. I commit myself to not make illegal use
of it and to use common sense to prevent uses that might deteriorate the quality of
the network for others. I guarantee to stop my downloads, my file sharing tools, such
as Google Drive or Dropbox, and my automatic backup services such as Icloud.
 

Rights
 
The concepts and ideas that will be exchanged during Museomix are public.
Authorship on productions that will come out of a working group will be recognized to
all members of the group. Every production (content, objects, software) realised
during the 3day event are licensed under Creative Commons BY SA: anyone is free
to share and adapt the material as long as the person gives appropriate credit,
provides a link to the license, indicates if any changes were made and distributes the
transformed material under the same license as the original.
You can use closed source software if you inform other team members and local
organizers (to avoid subsequent rights issues).
 

Alcohol
 
Museomix is also a moment of conviviality and we may have a drink during
mealtimes. For Museomix to be festive, I am committed to a measured alcohol
consumption in compliance with the standards permitted by law. Inside some
museums, it is strictly forbidden to consume alcohol.
If I have to drive, I will not drink alcohol or if I do so, it will be a very measured
consumption in compliance with the standards permitted by law.
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Insurances
 
My public liability insurance covers my actions during Museomix. I am committed to
respect and return in a good working condition the equipment that I will lent. I take
full responsibility for personal and professional equipment that I will bring to
Museomix. I release Museomix and the museum of any responsibility concerning my
own equipment and I agree to follow the museum’s security measures.
 

And after Museomix...
 
Projects and prototypes are a collective creation; hence their destiny is to be
managed collectively. If I have the opportunity to develop and realize the prototype of
a team, I agree to inform and name all members of the team. I also understand that
this new production has to be distributed under the same license ( Creative
Commons BY SA) .

In
………………………… 
on
………………...
Name :
Signature :
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